Department Internship Coordinators

College of Arts and Sciences

Anthropology:
Ernest Lohse – 282-5189, lohserne@isu.edu

American Studies:
Dr. Jennifer Attebery – 282-2531, attejenn@isu.edu

Art and Pre-Architecture:
Rudy Kovacs – 282-2488, kovarudo@isu.edu

Biology:
Graduate Students: Dr. Jack Rose – 282-4261, rosewill@isu.edu
Undergrad Students: Dr. Gene Scalarone – 282-3374, scalgene@isu.edu

Chemistry:
Dr. Robert Holman – 282-4331, holmrobe@isu.edu

Communication & Rhetorical Studies:
Dr. John Gribas – 282-2695, gribjohn@isu.edu

Economics:
Dr. Tesa Stegner – 282-2393, stegtesa@isu.edu

English & Philosophy:
English: Dr. Terry Engebretsen – 282-2478, engeterr@isu.edu
Philosophy: Dr. Russell Wahl – 282-2392, wahlruss@isu.edu

Foreign Languages:
Dr. James Fogelquist – 282-3717, fogejame@isu.edu

Geology:
Dr. Scott Hughes – 282-4387, hughscot@isu.edu

History:
Dr. Laura Woodworth Nye – 282-2606, woodlaur@isu.edu

International Studies:
Dr. Richard Foster – 282-2211, fostrich@isu.edu

Mass Communications:
Photography: Tim Frazier – 282-3233, fraztimo@isu.edu
Advertising: Martine Beachboard – 282-5395, beacmart@isu.edu
Television: Tom Hallaq – 282-6453, hailtom@isu.edu
Journalism: No one at this time, but the department will assign an advisor
Graphic Design: Paula Jull – 282-4260, jullpaul@isu.edu

Mathematics:
Dr. Robert Fisher – 282-3664, fishrobe@isu.edu

Military Science:
No internships are given because of the nature of the program.
Music:
Dr. Randy Earles – 282-3636, earfrand@isu.edu

Physics:
Dr. Steve Shropshire at 282-2212, shropshi@physics.isu.edu.

Political Science:
Dr. Mark McBeth – 282-2740, mcbemark@isu.edu

Sociology, Social Work & Criminal Justice:
Sociology – Dr. Ann Hunter – 282-3463, oakeann@isu.edu. However, they don’t offer internships
Social Work – Staci Jensen-Hart – 282-3369, hartstac@isu.edu
Criminal Justice – Dr. Greg Leavitt – 282-4968, leavgreg@isu.edu

Theater/Dance:
Dr. Sherri R. Dienstfrey – 282-3561, diensher@isu.edu

Women’s Studies:
Dr. Laura Woodworth Nye – 282-2606, woodlaur@isu.edu

**College of Business**
The first contact for the College of Business would be Darrell Scott. If they are looking by
department it would be the Department Chair and they would refer them from there.

Darrell Scott – 282-3034, scotdarr@isu.edu

Accounting:
Dr. Robert Picard – 282-4067, picarobe@isu.edu

Computer Information Systems:
Dr. Kregg Aytes – 282-3357, aytekreg@isu.edu

Finance:
Dr. Steve Byers – 282-4509, byerstev@isu.edu

Management:
Dr. Jim Jolly – 282-3455, jolljame@isu.edu

Marketing:
Dr. Philip Nitse – 282-3707, nitsphil@isu.edu

MBA:
See Darrell Scott – No Chair Listed

**College of Education**

Educational Foundations:
Dr. Jack Newsome – 282-4838, newsjack@isu.edu

Educational Leadership:
Dr. Mark Neill – 282-5646, neilmark@isu.edu
Educational Learning and Development:
Dr. Lloyd Peterson – 282-6058, petelloy@isu.edu

Instructional Methods and Technology:
Dr. Dotty Sammons-Lohse – 282-2569, sammdott@isu.edu

Sport Sciences and Physical Education:
Dr. Michael Lester – 282-4563, lestmich@isu.edu
Dr. Gerard Lyons – 282-4108, lyongera@isu.edu

College of Engineering

All College of Engineering students should speak to:
Ann Havlicak – 282-2969, havlann@isu.edu

College of Health Professions

Communication Sciences and Disorders and Education of the Deaf:
Speech/Language Pathology – Brenda Malepeai – 282-2197, malebren@isu.edu
Audiology – Dr. Jeff Brockett – 282-2556, brocjeff@isu.edu
Deaf Education – Dr. David Mercaldo – 282-3809, mercdavi@isu.edu
Sign Language Studies/Educational Interpreting – Emily Turner – 282-5341, turnemil@isu.edu

Counseling:
Dr. Linwood Vereen – 282-2304, verelinw@isu.edu

Dental Hygiene:
Undergraduate – Don’t have one because it doesn’t apply
Graduate Studies: Dr. Linda Boyd – 373-1805, boydlind@isu.edu

Health and Nutrition Services:
Suzanne Munn – 282-4749, munnsuza@isu.edu

Health Care Administration:
Carla Wiggins – 282-3586, wiggcarl@isu.edu

Nursing:
Dr. Diana McLaughlin – 282-2437, mcladian@isu.edu

Physical and Occupational Therapy:
Dr. Alex Urfer – 282-4459, urfealex@isu.edu

Physician Assistant:
Paula Phelps – 282-4878, phelpaul@isu.edu

Radiographic Science:
Chuck Francis – 282-2871, franchar@isu.edu

Institute of Rural Health Studies:
Dr. Cyndy Kelchner – 282-6457, kelccynd@isu.edu
**College of Pharmacy**

All College of Pharmacy students should speak to:
Cynthia Culbertson – 282-3223, cynthia@ pharmacy.isu.edu

**College of Technology**

**Aircraft Maintenance Technology:**
Frank Prickett – 232-8485, pricfran@isu.edu

**Automotive Collision Repair & Refinishing Technology:**
Don Beamis – 282-3305, beamdon@isu.edu

**Automotive Technology:**
Mike Fisher – 282-3605, fishmich@isu.edu

**Bachelor of Science Health Science:** Unknown

**Building Construction Technology:**
Dennis Callaghan – 282-5804, calldenn@isu.edu

**Child Development:**
Betty McQuain – 282-4637, mcqubett@isu.edu

**Civil Engineering Technology:**
Clifton Merrill – 282-4215, merrclif@isu.edu

**Computer Aided Design Drafting:**
William Fanning – 282-2217, fannwill@isu.edu

**Computer Business Equipment Technician:**
Weldon Hill – 282-3897, hillweld@isu.edu

**Computer Software Development Technology:**
Paul Naas – 282-4527, naaspaul@isu.edu

**Computerized Machining Technology:**
William Gibbs – 282-3262, gibbwill@isu.edu

**Cosmetology:**
Barbara Fitch – 282-2881, fitcbarb@isu.edu

**Culinary Arts Technology:**
Chef David Miller – 282-3327, mildav1@isu.edu

**Dental Laboratory Technology:**
Diane Edmunds – 282-3141, edmudian@isu.edu

**Diesel/Diesel Electric Technology:**
Ivan Bullock – 282-5814, bullivan@isu.edu

**Electrical Technician:**
Currently looking for a replacement
Electromechanical Technology:
Lawrence Beaty – 282-3321, beatlawr@isu.edu

Electronic Systems Technology:
Shane Slack – 282-3269, slacshan@isu.edu

Electronic Wireless Telecommunications Technology:
Vance Hawley – 282-3271, hawlvanc@isu.edu

Electronics Technology Core:
Steve Larson – 282-3092, larsstev@isu.edu

Geomatics Technology:
Dr Rajendra Bajracharya – 282-5705, bajrraje@isu.edu

Graphic Arts/Printing Technology:
Amy Smith – 282-3275, smitamy@isu.edu
Brian Hawk – 282-3275, hawkbria@isu.edu

Health Information Technology:
Formal Internship required by department, contact Wade Lowry – 282-3738, lownrwa@isu.edu
Informal, contact with Wade Lowry or Glenna Young – 282-4524, younglen@isu.edu

Human Resource Training and Development:
Dr. Robert Croker – 282-2884, crokrobe@isu.edu

Instrumentation Technology:
Terry Snarr – 282-4005, snarterr@isu.edu

Laser/Electro-Optics Technology:
Kathy Buffaloe – 282-0391, blomkath@isu.edu

Law Enforcement:
Cal Edwards – 282-2144, edwacal@isu.edu

Marketing & Management Occupations:
Toni Davis – 282-3363, davirose@isu.edu

Massage Therapy:
Susan Beck – 282-4287, becksus@isu.edu
Susan also wants 2 websites listed as a reference for any student interested in the MS program.
www.amtamassage.org & www.nctmb.org

Medical Assisting:
Norma Bird – 282-4317, birdnorm@isu.edu

Office Technology:
Marie Campbell – 282-3328, campmari@isu.edu

Paralegal Studies:
Kay Christensen – 282-5846, chrikay@isu.edu

Physical Therapist Assistant:
Darin Jernigan – 282-4742, jermdari@isu.edu
**Practical Nursing:**
Judy Lewis – 282-5418, lewijudy@isu.edu

**Practical Nursing Outreach:**
Judy Lewis – 282-5418, lewijudy@isu.edu

**Registered Nurse (Associates Degree):**
Dr. Linda Smith – 282-1044, smitlin4@isu.edu

**Respiratory Therapy:**
Steve Swope – 282-3653, swopstep@isu.edu

**Welding:**
Randy Humpherys – 282-4473, humprand@isu.edu